
Definitive names: 

Production: Cherry 

Characters: 
- Cuppy: Cupcake pet name.  

- Toshan: It’s a mix between Toast and Shaman 

Countries: 
- Sweetland: Its inhabitants are sweet food 

- Saltyland: Its inhabitants are salty food 

Previous names: 

Production previous titles: 
- The Lost cherry: (It could sound sexual depending on the context. To lose the cherry 

means to lose the virginity) 

- The Lost cranberry: A fast patch to carry on, but I think that cherry is more attractive 

to people than cranberries, and they are also more popular.  

Character previous names 
- Cuppy previous name: Moofy. It has been changed by the fact he is a cupcake, not a 

Muffin (that was in earlier parts of the production) 

- Toshan previous name: Toasty (lack of originality) 

Places previous names: 
- Savoryland: Difficult to pronounce.  

 

Characters and environment: 

Cuppy and Sweetland 
 

Cuppy’s Attributes: Cuppy is a child minded little cupcake, between 5-8 years old) very 

cheerful and handsome, that wears a big cherry in his head. Being more handsome than other 

people has converted him to a presumptuous kid, and this makes him a little unfriendly. During 

the history he will realize that to be handsome is not the most important goal in life and his 

mind will change.  



Cuppy’s environment: He lives in a medium size house in his own because Sweetland 

inhabitants don’t have parents. Its house is built in Cakeville, one of the three little towns 

known by Sweedland inhabitants. This other towns are Icepost (a town where only ice cream 

live) and Chiptown (the chocolate cookies home). Sweetland inhabitants are not curious and 

are not interested in anything about of their city borders. Only Cuppy has de courage to walk 

trough unexplored lands and discover Saltyland. 

Cuppy’s palette: Cuppy will be a cherry cupcake, so his main colours will be pink and 

orange. The rest, will be warm to step up the character cuteness. 

 
 

 

Sweetland wildlife: In Sweetland flowers, fruit trees and little birds (that never approach 

to civilized areas and Sweetland inhabitants know hardly anything about them) coexist with 

bakery products and sweets which grow in the sweet floor. Everyone of them can life thanks to 

the sweet lemonade rivers spread along the country.  

Sweetland palette: Sweetland will be a colourful place, full of very saturated colours like 

pink, green, yellow, red and blue  

 

 

Toshan and Saltyland 
 

Toshan attributes: He is a tribe lider worried about his vassals and he won’t permit that 

anybody steals the last hope he has (the cherry). Although when is helped by Cuppy he 

becomes grateful and happy. 

Toshan palette: Toshan’s colours will be compound by browns (because he is a toast) and 

some colourful details.

 



Toast tribe: Toast men are bread slices that had lived wildly in the desert but after being 

toasted by the sun are accepted in the tribe. If they can survive to the desert are strong 

enough to be part of the tribe.  They are so primitive and are very ignorant. They believe in 

primitive Gods. 

Saltyland wildlife: Saltyland is a deserted country because there isn’t any sweet 

lemonade river and the floor is too salty. Time ago it was a paradise but Bittermonsters 

destroyed all forests and wildlife, converting it in a dead place that is trying to reborn. But only 

a massive reforestation could achieve it. 

Saltyland palette: As a desert, the colour palette will be compound by different shades of 

brown, and gray. 

 

 


